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Abstract

One of the major challenges in the field of soft tissue engineering using bioprinting is fabri-

cating complex tissue constructs with desired structure integrity and mechanical property.

To accomplish such requirements, most of the reported works incorporated reinforcement

materials such as poly(�-caprolactone) (PCL) polymer within the 3D bioprinted constructs.

Although this approach has made some progress in constructing soft tissue-engineered

scaffolds, the mechanical compliance mismatch and long degradation period are not ideal

for soft tissue engineering. Herein, we present a facile bioprinting strategy that combines the

rapid extrusion-based bioprinting technique with an in-built ultraviolet (UV) curing system to

facilitate the layer-by-layer UV curing of bioprinted photo-curable GelMA-based hydrogels

to achieve soft yet stable cell-laden constructs with high aspect ratio for soft tissue engineer-

ing. GelMA is supplemented with a viscosity enhancer (gellan gum) to improve the bio-ink

printability and shape fidelity while maintaining the biocompatibility before crosslinking via a

layer-by-layer UV curing process. This approach could eventually fabricate soft tissue con-

structs with high aspect ratio (length to diameter) of� 5. The effects of UV source on printing

resolution and cell viability were also studied. As a proof-of-concept, small building units (3D

lattice and tubular constructs) with high aspect ratio are fabricated. Furthermore, we have

also demonstrated the ability to perform multi-material printing of tissue constructs with high

aspect ratio along both the longitudinal and transverse directions for potential applications in

tissue engineering of soft tissues. This layer-by-layer ultraviolet assisted extrusion-based

(UAE) Bioprinting may provide a novel strategy to develop soft tissue constructs with desir-

able structure integrity.
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Introduction

The emerging 3D bioprinting approaches have offered a great potential in fabricating highly-

complex, biomimetic tissue constructs by simultaneously depositing cells and biomaterials in a

highly-specific arrangement ([1, 2]). The precise deposition of cells and biomaterials facilitates

the important cell-cell ([3–5]) and cell-biomaterial interactions ([6–8]) for tissue maturation.

Notably, designing a suitable microenvironment is highly critical for regulating cellular behav-

ior ([9–12]). One of the major challenges in the field of soft tissue engineering is fabricating

complex tissue constructs with compliant mechanical property and suitable structure integrity

to avoid structural collapse ([13]). Most of the reported works incorporated reinforcement

materials such as poly(�-caprolactone) (PCL) polymer within the 3D bioprinted constructs to

improve the mechanical stability ([14, 15]). However, the long period of degradation makes it

less desirable for soft tissue engineering applications.

The different bioprinting approaches include extrusion-based ([16–19]), inkjet-based

([20, 21]), microvalve-based ([22, 23]), and laser-based systems ([24, 25]). Among these differ-

ent approaches, extrusion-based bioprinting is the most prevalent approach due to its fast fab-

rication speed, ease of operation and compatibility with various bio-inks ([17]). An ideal bio-

ink should exhibit good printability, biocompatibility and compliant tissue stiffness ([26–29]).

Most of the existing bio-inks are modified from natural biomaterials such as gelatin ([30–34])

and collagen ([35–37]) to form new composite bio-inks with tunable properties. Particularly,

gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) has been identified as a promising bio-ink owing to its excellent

biological properties and tunable physical properties ([38, 39]). GelMA-based bio-inks have

been utilized in the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, such as cartilage

([40]), neural tissues ([41]), cardiac tissues ([42, 43])and even musculoskeletal tissues ([44]).

However, it is important to note that high GelMA concentrations (� 10%) usually result in

limited cell activity due to the relatively high crosslinking density and stiffness of the photo-

crosslinked constructs ([45]), while low GelMA concentrations lead to poor printability with

low printing resolution and poor shape fidelity. Moreover, the GelMA-based bio-ink has a nar-

row printing process window which is highly dependent on the printing temperature. Hence,

further optimization is required to improve the stability and printability of GelMA bio-inks. A

plethora of methods have been explored to improve the rheological behavior of GelMA, such

as the addition of various materials like nanosilicates ([46]), partial crosslinking GelMA with

enzymes ([33]), or through cooling process ([45]). Among these methods, gellan gum, which

is a non-toxic polysaccharide, has been discovered as a promising rheological modifier to

improve the rheological property of the bio-ink ([40, 47–49]).

Although GelMA-gellan gum (GelMA-GG) bio-ink has exhibited great potential in

improving the printabiliy of GelMA-based bioink, the excessive addition of gellan gum may in

turn compromise the biocompatibility. Hence, minimum ideal amount of gellan gum in

GelMA-based bioinks was selected to endow the enhanced printability of GelMA-GG and bal-

anced biocompatibility. Meanwhile, layer-by-layer UAE bioprinting was implemented to rein-

force the structure stability and printing resolution when constructing thick cell-laden tissue

constructs. As such, we have demonstrated the ability to fabricate bioprinted constructs with

high aspect ratio via a layer-by-layer UAE bioprinting strategy. Specifically, 30 different combi-

nations of GelMA-GG bio-inks were investigated systematically through 3 main stages: 1) bio-

ink preparation phase, 2) printing phase and 3) post-printing phase. The cells were first loaded

in the composite bio-inks to evaluate its ease of cell encapsulation and potential cell sedimenta-

tion by analyzing the cell distribution within the composite GelMA-GG bio-inks. Next, the

selected bio-inks were printed to evaluate its printability and printing accuracy of the 3D-

bioprinted constructs through the UAE printing method. The printing conditions were

Layer-by-layer ultraviolet assisted extrusion-based (UAE) bioprinted constructs with high aspect ratio
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optimized by adjusting the printing parameters to achieve structures with high aspect ratio.

The UV effects on printing resolution and cell behavior have been investigated. Lastly, the 3D

printed constructs were evaluated in terms of their material properties (material microstruc-

ture and compressive modulus) and corresponding cell behavior within the 3D-bioprinted

cell-laden constructs. The study offers a new bioprinting strategy to generate stable 3D struc-

tures with compliant mechanical property and high aspect ratio using GelMA-based

(GelMA-GG) bio-inks for engineering of soft tissue constructs.

Materials and methods

Preparation of GelMA-GG bio-inks

GelMA was prepared by reacting 10% (w/v) gelatin (Sigma Aldrich, type A from porcine skin,

300g Bloom, Singapore) with methacrylic anhydride (Sigma Aldrich) at 50˚C as previous

research described ([50]). The solution was dialyzed in 12-14kDa dialysis tubing (Sigma

Aldrich) against distilled water at 40˚C for 7 days, followed by 7-day lyophilization. It was then

stored at -30˚C for future use. Irgacure 2959 (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in 10% PBS (v/v)

at 70˚C to achieve the final concentration 0.1% (w/v) as described before ([48]). 6% sucrose

(Sigma Aldrich) was added to generate an isotonic solution. GelMA was added into the PBS-

based reagent at room temperature in varying quantities to achieve the concentrations at 2%,

4%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30% (w/v) stored in 37˚C incubator for future use. Low acyl gellan gum

(Gelzan CM, Gelrite) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Gellan gum solution was prepared

by dissolving gellan gum powder in the PBS-based solution to concentrations at 0%, 0.2%,

0.4%, 1%, 1.5% (w/v). The GelMA-GG composite bio-inks were formed by mixing GelMA

and gellan gum solution at 45˚C in 1:1 ratio for 1h to achieve 30 different combinations of

GelMA-GG composite bio-inks. GelMA-GG with varied concentrations were recorded with

their final concentrations in the form of weight over volume (w/v). For instance, 7.5-0.2 indi-

cated that the GelMA-GG comprises 7.5%GelMA and 0.2% (w/v) GG.

Evaluation of rheological properties of the GelMA-GG bio-ink

The rheological properties of the different composite bio-inks were tested using a rheometer

(MCR 501, Anton Paar Germany GmbH, Ostfildern, Germany). The viscosity and the shear

thinning properties of the different composite bio-inks were evaluated by using a cone plate

(angle:1˚) with 25 mm diameter. The bio-ink viscosities were evaluated for shear rates ranging

from 0.1 to 500 s−1 at both 37˚C (cell encapsulation temperature) and 25˚C (printing tempera-

ture) to evaluate the suitable range of bio-ink viscosities for cell encapsulation and bioprinting

process respectively. All measurements were performed in triplicate.

Cell encapsulation and sedimentation

C2C12 (ATCC CFL-1772 Mus musculus muscle) rat myoblasts were labeled fluorescently with

CellTracker Green CMFDA (Thermo Fisher) and then gently mixed with GelMA-GG bio-

inks at 37˚C to achieve a final cell density of 4×106 cells/ml. The cell-laden bio-inks were

loaded into printing cartridges and then were kept at 25˚C (emulating printing temperature)

for 1.5 hours to evaluate the effect of cell sedimentation. The GelMA-GG composite bio-inks

were then frozen in 4˚C for 20 mins after 1.5 hours of encapsulation to fix the cells under phys-

ical crosslinking for imaging. The cell-laden bio-inks were carefully observed using an inverted

microscope (Carl Zeiss Axio Vert. A1).

Layer-by-layer ultraviolet assisted extrusion-based (UAE) bioprinted constructs with high aspect ratio
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UV effects on printing resolution and cell viability

After determining the suitable bio-inks with homogeneous cell distribution through the cell

encapsulation and sedimentation study, the printing study was performed on those bio-inks

(GelMA-GG) at a printing temperature of 25 ± 1˚C using a bioprinter (Regenhu, Villaz-St-

Pierre, Switzerland). The printing process was then performed to evaluate the bio-ink print-

ability and their printing resolution using 27G (210 μm inner diameter) needle. To optimize

the printing process, 2D structures were first printed to determine the bio-ink printability and

then further tests were conducted to determine the optimal printing pressure and feed rate.

Additionally, UV scanning speed has shown critical effects on printing resolution and cell via-

bility. To study the influence of UV scanning speed on printing resolution, C2C12 encapsu-

lated GelMA-GG constructs with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 layers were printed into grid pattern

under fixed printing speed and pressure. The width of the printed filaments were measured to

determine the change of printing resolution overtime. Meanwhile, Live/dead staining and

ImageJ was used to analyse the cell viability in the printed constructs. Cells in the bottom layer

of the constructs were by imaged by fluorescent microscope to determine the UV influence on

cell viability by cell counting analysis. After which, 3D grid and tubular constructs of different

aspect ratio at varying diameter were printed with layer-by-layer UV curing approach using

the identified optimal printing parameters with all the printable bio-inks.

Evaluation of bio-ink’s mechanical properties (cyclic compression test)

The mechanical properties of the printed GelMA-GG bio-inks were tested with a uniaxial

compression tester (Instron 5569, UK) at room temperature with 100 N load cell. All the sam-

ples were prepared into a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 12 mm and 5 mm height. The

cyclic tests were recorded over 5 cycles at 30% strains, followed by continual compression at a

rate of 2 mm/min until failure. The Young’s modulus was calculated as the slope of the linear

region of the stress-strain curve in the 0-10% of the strain range.

Evaluation of bio-ink’s microstructure (FE-SEM imaging)

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) imaging was carried out to analyze

the microstructures of the printed GelMA-GG constructs. GelMA-GG constructs were printed

in a rectangular shape (10 mm × 10 mm × 2 mm) and were dehydrated using graded ethanol

(starting from 25, 50, 75, 90, 95 to 100% v/v). The samples were then dried using a critical

point dryer (Leica EM CPD030, Germany) to retain the microstructure within the printed

GelMA-GG constructs. The dried samples were then carefully sectioned using a sterile surgical

blade to expose the cross-section before coating the samples with platinum (Pt) using a sput-

tering machine (Polarin SC7640 Sputter Coater from Quorum Technologies, United King-

dom). Representative images of GelMA-GG microstructure (n = 6) were taken at a 30,000x

magnification using Ultra-Plus FE-SEM (Carl Zeiss, Germany). ImageJ was used to analyze

the FE-SEM images to determine the pore sizes and porosity within the GelMA-GG micro-

structures at varying concentrations.

Manual casting of cell-laden bio-inks

Immortalized C2C12 mouse myoblast cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine

serum (FBS, Gibco), 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (HyClone) in 37˚C, 5% CO2 environment. The

culture medium was changed every 2*3 days and the cells were harvested at 60-70% con-

fluency. C2C12 cells were gently mixed with GelMA-GG bio-inks (5-0.5, 7.5-0.1, 7.5-0.2, 7.5-

0.5, 10-0.1, 10-0.2) to a final cell density of 4×106cells/ml. The cell-encapsulated bio-inks were

Layer-by-layer ultraviolet assisted extrusion-based (UAE) bioprinted constructs with high aspect ratio
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then casted into pre-designed square PDMS mold with a dimension of 10 × 10 × 1 mm, fol-

lowed by UV crosslinking. Live/Dead staining was performed on Day 0, 7 and 14. Live/dead

staining was performed using Molecular Probes Live/Dead staining kits (Life-Technologies).

The calcein AM will stain the viable cells green, while the ethidium homodimer-1 will stain the

dead cells red. The samples were washed thrice with 1× PBS and 1 mL of staining solution was

added to each of the 12-well plates containing the GelMA-GG bio-inks and was incubated for

30 mins at room temperature before observation under Inverted Microscopy (Carl Zeiss Axio

Vert. A1). This study allowed us to identify suitable bio-inks for cell proliferation and spread-

ing prior to actual printing.

3D bioprinting of cell-laden bio-inks

C2C12 cells were printed using a bioprinter (Regenhu, Villaz-St-Pierre, Switzerland) to study

the influence of material stiffness and microstructure on the cell behaviour. Based on the ear-

lier study of manual casting cell-laden bio-inks, we have selected a single bio-ink from each

group to represent bio-inks of different material stiffness. The bio-inks were first printed using

the extrusion-based print-heads, followed by curing each subsequent layer of printed bio-ink

with a built-in UV-lamp (150mW, 365 nm wavelength). All the printing cartridges, needle

tips, pyrex bottles and sucrose solution were fully autoclaved before use. C2C12 cells were first

suspended in an isotonic sucrose solution at 37˚C, followed by gently mixing with GelMA-GG

bio-inks at 37˚C using a pipette (Gilson) before transferring the cell-laden bio-inks into the

sterilized Nordson printing cartridge. The 3D constructs were printed at 25 ± 1˚C using a 27G

needle tip (inner diameter: 210 μm). The printed constructs were cultured over a week; live/

dead staining and Prestoblue proliferative assay were performed on Day 1,3,7 to evaluate the

cell viability and proliferation rates. Live/Dead staining was performed using Molecular Probes

Live/Dead staining kits (Life-Technologies). The calcein AM will stain the viable cells green,

while the ethidium homodimer-1 will stain the dead cells red. The samples were washed three

times with PBS and 1 mL of staining solution was added to each of the 12-well plates contain-

ing the samples and incubated for 30 min at room temperature before observation under

Inverted Microscopy (Carl Zeiss Axio Vert. A1). Cell proliferation was examined with Presto-

blue assay. PrestoBlue reagent is quickly reduced by metabolically active cells, offering a quan-

titative measure of cell viability. Briefly, at each time point, sample in each well was cultured

with 360 μl medium plus 40 μl presto blue incubated for 2hrs at 37˚C. Standard test (control)

was performed in parallel. A series of cells with different numbers (0, 10000, 20000, 50000,

75000, 100000, 125000, 150000, 175000, 200000, 300000) were seeded in 12-well plates and cul-

ture for 2hrs, then the medium was removed, and cells were cultured with 360μl and 40μl pre-

stoblue for another 2hrs. Thereafter, aliquots were pipetted into a new 96-well plate with 100μl

for each well. The 96-well plates were then placed into a microplate reader and fluorescent

mode was used to measure. The excitation at 560 nm and emission at 590 nm of the content of

each well was measured. A standard calibration curve was generated from the control group,

which was used to determine their corresponding background absorbance and these values

were subtracted from the measurements. By comparing the extracted value from the samples

to standard ones, cell numbers in each well could be calculated.

Statistical analysis

All results were expressed as (mean value ± standard deviation(SD)). The results were evalu-

ated by one-way ANOVA analysis coupled with the Tukey test. Differences are considered sta-

tistically significant when p� 0.05 and greatly significant when p� 0.001. All experiments

were performed in triplicate.

Layer-by-layer ultraviolet assisted extrusion-based (UAE) bioprinted constructs with high aspect ratio
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Results and discussion

The stringent requirements of bio-inks have resulted in the limited choice of printable cell-

laden bio-inks. Some biocompatible materials (e.g collagen and hyaluronic acid) have exhib-

ited poor printing resolution and weak mechanical property that constantly lead to structural

collapse. Particularly, for soft tissues, it is difficult to find a suitable material with compliant

mechanical property of native tissues while maintaining good structural integrity after several

layers of printing. In contrast, GelMA is a thermo-sensitive material with highly tunable

mechanical stiffness and has been commonly used for various biomedical applications due to

its suitable biological properties and tunable physical characteristics. GelMA-based bio-inks

possess important properties of native extracellular matrix (ECM) due to the presence of argi-

nylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptide motifs that favor cell attachment, spreading and prolifer-

ation. However, the poor rheological properties of GelMA bio-inks at low concentrations

(<10%) have resulted in poor printability and instable structures. Previous studies have

reported GelMA or gelatin printing through bioprinters that are equipped with a temperature

control system ([51]). However, most commercial bioprinters do not usually include such a

temperature control system, hence posing a challenge to maintain a consistent printability of

GelMA-based bio-inks due to fluctuations in temperature during printing process. Gellan

gum is a thermo-reversible water-soluble anionic polysaccharide which has been used to

improve the bio-ink printability by modifying the viscosity ([49]). Gellan gum (GG) is used to

reinforce GelMA, leading to a more robust composite hydrogel. However, the printability of

GelMA-GG is still limited to simple and relatively thin structures. Herein, we introduce a bio-

printing strategy that enables the fabrication of tissue constructs with high aspect ratio via a

layer-by-layer UAE bioprinting strategy (Fig 1).

Fig 1. Schematic drawing of layer-by-layer UV-assisted bioprinting strategy. The gellam gun in the bio-ink serves

as a viscosity enhancer to improve the bio-ink printability (via formation of ionic bonds between GelMA chain and

gellan gum) during the extrusion printing process prior to further UV crosslinking (to form chemical bond between

adjacent GelMA chains) of each individual printed layer. This layer-by-layer UV-assisted bioprinting strategy is

repeated to eventually achieve fabrication of complex 3D structures with high aspect ratio.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g001
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Bio-ink preparation

Bio-ink viscosity plays an important factor influencing cell encapsulation within bio-inks. To

evaluate the quality of cell encapsulation, rheological behavior of GelMA-GG was investigated

at 37˚C (incubation temperature) (Fig 2A). The rheological behavior of the bio-ink was manip-

ulated by varying the concentrations of GelMA and gellan gum.

A significant increase in the bio-ink viscosity (as shown in Fig 2A) at a constant shear rate

of 100s−1 at 37˚C (emulating encapsulation process) was observed across all GelMA concentra-

tions with increasing gellan gum concentration from 0.1 to 0.75%. In contrast, a less significant

increase in the bio-ink viscosity was observed when the GelMA concentration was varied from

1 to 15%. During the cell encapsulation process, cell pellets of desired cell density were pipetted

Fig 2. Bio-ink formulation involves characterization of rheological properties, ease of cell encapsulation and influence of cell sedimentation

within bio-inks. A) Viscosity of 30 different GelMA-GG bio-inks at a constant shear rate of 100s−1 at 37˚C indicate higher bio-ink viscosity with

increasing polymer concentrations. B) Representative images to highlight the influence of bio-ink viscosity on cell encapsulation; a low viscous bio-ink

facilitates good cell encapsulation (in spiral pattern with 7.5-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG) whereas a highly viscous bio-inks results in poor cell encapsulation.

C) Representative images to highlight the influence of bio-ink viscosity and density on cell sedimentation; a low polymer concentration (low viscosity

and density) and without gellan gum leads to cell sedimentation whereas a high polymer concentration (high viscosity and density) results in a

homogeneous cell distribution with negligible cell sedimentation. D) An overview of the different GelMA-GG bio-inks in terms of cell encapsulation

and cell distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g002
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into the bio-inks and mixed manually. Generally, homogenous cell distribution was observed

in most of the GelMA-GG bio-inks in this study. However, the results have shown that the

addition of 0.75% GG in all GelMA-GG bio-inks resulted in the formation of highly viscous

bio-inks at 37˚C which was inappropriate for cell encapsulation. Furthermore, GelMA-GG

bio-inks of 10-0.5% w/v (*0.2 Pa�s) and 15-0.5% w/v (*0.3 Pa�s) also exhibited poor cell

encapsulation. The representative images of the encapsulated cells in the GelMA-GG bio-inks

are shown in Fig 2B; homogeneous cell encapsulation was observed in low viscous bio-inks,

spiral pattern was printed to show the homogeneous cell distribution (Fig 2Ba) while non-

homogeneous cell distribution with trapped air bubbles was spotted in highly viscous bio-inks

(Fig 2Bb). The low viscous bio-inks (less than 124 mPa�s) facilitated easy cell encapsulation

and resulted in homogeneous cell distribution within the cell-encapsulated bio-inks (left of

Fig 2B), whereas the highly viscous bio-inks (over 124 mPa�s) are generally considered to be

unsuitable for cell encapsulation due to the relatively higher bio-ink viscosities that led to non-

homogeneous cell distribution and trapped air bubbles (Fig 2Bb). As such, our study has

shown that a bio-ink viscosity of*0.15 Pa�s could be the threshold bio-ink viscosity for homo-

geneous cell encapsulation at 37˚C.

Another important consideration is the cell sedimentation effect within the bio-inks over

time. An ideal cell-laden bio-ink should result in a homogeneous cell output over time by miti-

gating the effect of cell sedimentation during the printing process. As such, we further investi-

gated the effect of cell sedimentation in the cell-laden bio-inks with homogeneous cell

distribution over a period of 1.5 hours (typical printing duration for large tissue constructs).

All the selected GelMA-GG bio-inks were mixed with fluorescently-labelled cells and were

evaluated over a period of 1.5 hours to study the effect of cell sedimentation which is caused by

the gravitational forces acting upon the encapsulated cells within the bio-inks. The GelMA-GG

composite bio-inks were frozen in 4˚C for 20 mins after 1.5 hours of encapsulation to fix the

cells under physical crosslinking at 4˚C for imaging and are carefully observed using an

inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss Axio Vert. A1). It was observed that there was negligible cell

sedimentation effect in most of the GelMA-GG bio-inks over a period of 1.5 hours. The den-

sity and viscosity of the bio-inks increase with increasing polymer concentration; which

explains the negligible cell sedimentation effect found in most of the GelMA-GG bio-inks (Fig

2Ca). In contrast, significant cell sedimentation effect was observed in 1-0% w/v and 2-0% w/v

bio-inks (low GelMA concentration and without gellan gum) (Fig 2Cb). Particularly, the 1-0%

w/v and 2-0% w/v GelMA-GG bio-inks still remained in liquid state whereas the other bio-

inks have transited into a gel state after 1.5 hours of encapsulation. The low viscosity and den-

sity of 1-0% w/v and 2-0% w/v bio-inks led to significant cell sedimentation, hence they were

not suitable to be used as cell-laden bio-inks (Fig 2D).

Printing phase

The rheological properties of the composite bio-inks exhibited shear thinning behavior which

was desirable for bioprinting applications. The rheological properties of the bio-inks were con-

ducted at 25˚C to evaluate the bio-ink viscosity at printing temperature (25 ± 1˚C). Fig 3A pre-

sented the bio-ink viscosities at a fixed shear rate of 100 s−1 for all the groups. Generally, the

bio-ink viscosity increased with increasing polymer concentration. As the GG concentration

increased up to 0.75%, the viscosity increased significantly across all the GelMA concentra-

tions. Similarly, GelMA concentration also exhibited the same trend albeit less dramatically as

GG. A high viscosity within the printable range helped to reduce bio-ink spreading upon con-

tact with the substrate surface prior to UV crosslinking.
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To understand the correlation between the bio-ink viscosity and printability, different com-

binations of GelMA-GG bio-inks were used to print 2D filaments as a preliminary study to

evaluate the bio-ink printability. The bio-ink printability can be classified into 3 different

groups: 1) poor printability (Fig 3C Top), 2) good printability (Fig 3C Middle) and 3) over-

Fig 3. The bioprinting phase involves characterization of rheological properties, determination of suitable UV scanning speed and

selection of suitable bio-inks. A) Rheological properties of 30 different GelMA-GG bio-inks at a constant shear rate of 100s−1 at 25˚C

indicated higher bio-ink viscosity with increasing polymer concentrations. B) An overview of the different GelMA-GG bio-inks in terms of

printability and cell encapsulation. C) Representative images of printed constructs to distinguish among the three different classifications;

(Top) poor printability, (Middle) good printability, (Bottom) over-gelation. D) Influence of bio-ink on printing resolution, a more viscous

bio-ink results in higher printing resolution due to significantly less spreading of the shear-thinning bio-inks upon contact with the

substrate surface.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g003
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gelation (Fig 3C Bottom). Poor printability is defined by the poor structural fidelity of the 3D

printed constructs and inability to stack 3D constructs, whereas over-gelation refers to the

excessive printing pressure required to extrude the bio-inks through a printing nozzle. Good

printability is defined by the ability to print straight filament and 3D constructs using a moder-

ate printing pressure (less than 3 bars ([52]). Although the GelMA-GG bio-inks were printed

using the same nozzle diameter of 210 μm, it is important to note that higher printing pressure

was required to dispense the more viscous bio-inks. Printing resolution generally improved

with increasing bio-ink viscosity as shown in Fig 3D. GelMA-GG bio-ink of 5-0.5% (w/v)

showed a printing resolution of 745.6 ± 54.2 μm at 0.8 bars printing pressure while GelMA-GG

bio-ink of 10-0.2% w/v showed a printing resolution of 369.6 ± 25.1 μm at 2.0 bars printing

pressure. Particularly, the GelMA-GG bio-ink of 7.5-0.5% w/v (with the highest printable vis-

cosity) exhibited the highest printing resolution of 344.6 ± 30.9 μm at 1.5 bars printing pres-

sure. The bio-inks with good printability were highlighted in Fig 3A within the white window;

6 combinations of GelMA-GG bio-inks in Fig 3B (5-0.5%, 7.5-0.1%, 7.5-0.2%, 7.5-0.5%, 10-

0.1% and 10-0.2% w/v) showed good cell encapsulation, negligible cell sedimentation and

good printability.

UV effects on printing process and cell viability

As the layer-by-layer UAE bioprinting method utilizes UV source (365nm wavelength,

mJ/cm2) to stablize the printed constructs, the critical effects of UV on printing resolution and

cell behaviors should be examined. Optimization of the UV scanning speed was performed at

different UV scanning speed (100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 mm/min, no UV) and the resultant

printing resolution was monitored. 7.5-0.2 GelMA-GG was employed and the printing speed

was fixed at 100mm/min under 1.2 bar pressure with 250um layer thickness for each layer.

Printing resolution was monitored by measuring the width of the printed ring pattern (1, 3, 5,

7, 9 and 11 layers) with thinner filaments indicating higher printing resolution. The results in

Fig 4a show that, a slower UV scanning speed led to a higher printing resolution (from

935.50 ± 13.29 μm for control group without UV to 933.44 ± 18.95 μm at 1000mm/min to

625.37 ± 6.08 μm at 100mm/min) for a 1-layer construct. As the number of printing layers

increased, the effect of UV scanning speed on the filament width seem to diminish. It can be

seen that the increase in filament width with increasing UV scanning speed to be at the most

prominent when printing 1 and 3 layers. The results indicated that under a fixed printing

speed and printing pressrue, a slower UV scanning speed led to a longer UV crosslinking dura-

tion which resulted in higher degree of UV crosslinking and consequently reduced bio-ink

spreading when subsequent layers were printed directly over it. Hence, filament width in each

layer tends to be more stable and consequently improving the overall printing resolution and

structural fidelity. Structure collapse occurred in control group after deposition of 3 layers due

to insufficent self-support capability without UV crosslinking.

Additionally, it is also critical to ensure a suitable UV radiation duration that not only

achieves adequate crosslinking but also high cell viability. In this work, the influence of UV on

cell viability was characterized instantly post-printing by evaluating the cells at the botton-

most layer of the constructs using live/dead staining kit. The cells at the bottom most layer

would be those that had been subjected to the longest UV exposure and most prone to cell

death caused by UV exposure, if any. The results in Fig 4b demonstrated that for 1-layer and

3-layer constructs, cell viability maintained above 95%. Starting from layer 5, cell viability

showed a slightly drop but still remained above 85%. And the difference of cell viability among

the groups was not statistically significant. From 5 layers onwards, cell viability remained rela-

tively stable, indicated that the UV penetration depth is around 5 layers, which equals to
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1.25mm. Taken together, the results demonstrated that the varied scanning speed and UV per

se has insignificant effect on cell viability but great impact on printing resolution.

Upon establishing the effects of UV scanning speed on cell viability and printing resolution,

3D grid and tubular constructs were printed to demonstrate the ability to print complex struc-

tures with high aspect ratio (AR) using the proposed layer-by-layer UV-assisted bioprinting

Fig 4. a) The effects of UV scanning speed (100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 mm/min) on filaments width. b) The effects of UV scanning speed (100, 200,

400, 600, 800, 1000 mm/min) on cell viability. Constructs with no UV curing were used as control group. �—p< 0.05, ��—p< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g004
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approach (printing speed 100mm/min, UV scanning speed 400mm/min) (Fig 5). Both grid

pattern (W× L = 9mm × 9mm) with a height of 10mm (Fig 5A) and a height of 30mm (Fig 5Ba

and 5Bb) can be printed with all the selected groups of materials using the layer-by-layer UV

curing strategy. Conversely, printing without using the layer-by-layer UV curing method

yielded constructs with poor resolution and building up taller structures were challenging.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that the difficulty of printing high aspect ratio structures

increases as the diameter of the printed constructs decreases. The smallest tubular structure

that can be successfully printed with high repeatability is of 3mm diameter with a high AR of 5

(as shown in Fig 5Bd). As a proof-of-concept, multi-material printing was performed in the

Fig 5. A) Left: Printed grid construct with no layer-by-layer UV curing using 7.5-0.2 group. Right: Printed grid pattern (W× L× H = 9mm × 9mm ×
10mm) with the 6 selected GelMA-GG bio-inks. B) a. Printed grid construct (W× L × H = 9mm × 9mm × 30mm). b. Side view of the printed construct

(W × L × H = 9mm × 9mm × 30mm. c-e. Tubular structures printed with GelMA-GG bio-ink (7.5-0.2) with different AR which is bioprintable and cell

permissive. f-h. Multiple materials deposition with the layer-by-layer UV curing strategy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g005
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transverse and longitudinal directions to demonstrate the ability to print multi-material con-

structs with high aspect ratio (Fig 5Bf, 5Bg and 5Bh). Firstly, multi-material printing in the

transverse direction was demonstrated by fabricating concentric tubular structures of different

diameters in Fig 5Bf and 5Bg. Next, multi-material printing in the longitudinal direction was

demonstrated by fabricating tubular structures of different distinct regions as shown in Fig

5Bh. As clearly demonstrated by the printed grid and tubular structures, the layer-by-layer UV

curing strategy has shown great improvement in constructing taller structures (AR�5) and

better resolution than those printed with post curing strategy.

Post-printing phase

Material property (mechanical stiffness and microstructure). The matrix stiffness is

one of the critical factors that regulate cell behaviors; therefore, it is crucial to consider the

matrix stiffness of the printing material when designing such in vitro tissue constructs ([53,

54]). The material stiffness influences cell migration, differentiation and proliferation. Driven

by this, we have measured the material stiffness of the selected composite hydrogel with good

printability (5-0.5%, 7.5-0.1%, 7.5-0.2%, 7.5-0.5%, 10-0.1%, 10-0.2% w/v). These printed con-

structs were subjected to 5 times pre-cyclic under 30% strain. The cyclic compression curves

of all the groups exhibited similar cyclic recovery performance, which indicated excellent

recovery capability of the bio-inks (Fig 6A). As revealed by Fig 6B, the composite bio-inks

exhibited a large range of compressive modulus. The results suggest that higher polymer con-

centration leads to higher compressive modulus, since a range of compressive modulus from

9kPa to 16kPa could be achieved by tuning the polymer concentration. It is important to note

that the modulus could be further adjusted by UV intensity and exposure time. With the

increased UV intensity and exposure time, the hydrogel stiffness can be increased to the scale

of a hundred kPa ([55]).

Further in-depth characterization of the material stiffness was performed by evaluating the

micro-structure of the bio-inks using Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM),

as shown in Fig 6C. The different printed GelMA-GG bio-ink constructs were subjected to

critical point drying to carefully preserve the native micro-structure found in the GelMA-GG

bio-ink. FE-SEM imaging of the different bio-inks at 30,000x magnifications indicated a

porous 3D microenvironment and highly-interconnected pores within the GelMA-GG printed

constructs. ImageJ was used to analyse the FE-SEM images to determine the pore sizes and

porosity within the GelMA-GG microstructures at varying concentrations. The FE-SEM

images reveal that a 5-0.5% w/v GelMA-GG printed construct showed the largest pore size

(172.7 ± 63.9 nm), whereas 10-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG printed construct showed the smallest

pore size (110.1 ± 38.9 nm). The pore size of the 3D GelMA-GG printed constructs generally

decreased with increasing polymer concentration but the influence of GelMA concentration is

more significant than that of GG. For a constant 2.5% increase in GelMA concentration; a sig-

nificant 34.8% reduction in pore size was observed when comparing between 5-0.5% w/v

(172.7 ± 63.9 nm pore size) and 7.5-0.5% w/v (112.5 ± 37.9 nm pore size), whereas only a small

reduction of 1.2% in pore size was observed when comparing between 7.5-0.1% w/v

(122.1 ± 43.8 nm pore size) and 7.5-0.2% w/v (120.6 ± 47.3 nm pore size). Further change in

GG concentration did not result in significant changes in pore size (6.7% difference between

7.5-0.2% w/v and 7.5-0.5% w/v). In conclusion, pore size is shown to be more dramatically

affected by GelMA than GG concentration with pore size decreasing with increase of polymer

concentration as summarized in Table 1. The pore size of the constructs lies between 110 and

170nm, which is relatively small for cells to migrate. Therefore, it is crucial to control the deg-

radation rate of the GelMA-GG construct. It is reported that gellan gum and GelMA degrade
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Fig 6. Bio-ink properties (mechanical stiffness and microstructure). A) Cyclic compression test. B) Compressive

modulus of GelMA-GG bio-inks with different concentrations. C) FE-SEM imaging of GelMA-GG with varied

concentrations; scale bar = 200 nm. D) Pore size distribution of GelMA-GG hydrogel bio-inks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g006
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quite slowly in PBS [56]. However, gellan gum and GelMA could be gradually degraded in

presence of lysozyme and collagenase, respectively. As demonstrated in the work by Xu et al.

[56], gellan gum degraded to 20% of their initial weight after 16 days when immersed in PBS

with 0.5 mg/mL lysozyme. Degradation of pure GelMA is concentration dependent. It is dem-

onstrated that GelMA with a concentration lower than 10% can be totally degraded within

5days [57]. Taken together, we infer that the degradation of GelMA-GG construct in vivo is

concentration dependent and therefore could be well modulated to facilitate cell migration

and ingrowth.

Influence of bio-ink on cells: Manual casting of cell-laden bio-inks. To evaluate the

biocompatibility of the hydrogel blends, C2C12 cells were encapsulated inside the 3D Gel-

MA-GG constructs over a period of 14-day culture. Live/dead staining was used to character-

ize the cell behavior at Days 0, 7 and 14. The presence of living cells (� 95% of total

encapsulated cells) within all the composite GelMA-GG constructs indicated high cell viability

at all time points (Day 0, 7 and 14) as shown in Fig 7. Furthermore, cell elongation and spread-

ing (as depicted in Fig 7) in 5-0.5%, 7.5-0.1% and 7.5-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG constructs on Day

7 indicated that the bio-ink micro-structure and stiffness were supportive of C2C12 differenti-

ation. Notably, 5-0.5% w/v GelMA-GG bio-ink showed a much better cell spreading and elon-

gation than the 7.5-0.1 and 7.5-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG bio-inks. In contrast, the C2C12 cells in

the 7.5-0.5, 10-0.1 and 10-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG bio-inks mostly remained round in shape

within the 3D bio-ink constructs. The results demonstrated that pore size and mechanical stiff-

ness of the bio-ink have critical influence in regulating cell behavior.

Influence of bio-ink on cells: 3D bioprinting of cell-laden bio-inks. By performing the

manual casting approach, we can easily select the suitable composite bio-inks for our desired

tissue engineering applications (specifically for soft tissue engineering in this work). The

C2C12 cells in 5-0.5%, 7.5-0.1% and 7.5-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG constructs were able to spread

and proliferate well due to the more favorable material micro-structures and stiffness, whereas

the C2C12 cells in 7.5-0.5%, 10-0.1% and 10-0.2% w/v GelMA-GG constructs remained

round. To understand whether the results in the manual-casting approach could be repro-

duced in the printed constructs, we chose 1 type of bio-ink from each group (elongated cells in

the 5-0.5% w/v GelMA-GG constructs and round cells in the 7.5-0.5% w/v GelMA-GG con-

structs) for further experiments. The C2C12 cells were printed using the 5-0.5% and 7.5-0.5%

w/v GelMA-GG bio-inks into 3D lattice structure. The cell viability was evaluated at Days 1, 4

and 7 post-printing, as shown in Fig 8. The high viability of printed cells indicated that the bio-

printing process had insignificant effect on the viability of cells. Similarly, cell elongation was

clearly observed in 5-0.5% GelMA-GG bioprinted constructs on Day 7. The cell proliferation

was characterized using a PrestoBlue assay by measuring the relative fluorescence units and

comparing with the standardized cell density curve in Fig 8. Overall, the printed C2C12 cells

in 5-0.5% w/v GelMA-GG bioprinted constructs showed a faster proliferation rate relative to

Table 1. Porosity and average pore size of GelMA-GG with different concentrations.

Porosity (%) Average pore size (nm)

5-0.5 65.33 172.7 ± 63.9

7.5-0.1 53.08 122.1 ± 43.89

7.5-0.2 52.17 120.6 ± 47.3

7.5-0.5 43.11 112.5 ± 37.9

10-0.1 42.38 111.2 ± 31.8

10-0.2 41.11 110.1 ± 38.9

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.t001
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Fig 7. Live/dead staining of C2C12 in manual-cast cell-laden bio-inks with varied concentrations on Days 0, 7 and

14, with pink arrows showing cell elongation and spreading.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g007
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the printed C2C12 cells in the 7.5-0.5% w/v GelMA-GG bioprinted constructs as indicated by

the faster increase in cell number over 7 days of study (Fig 8). The results were in good agree-

ment with the manual-casting study, which proved that our bioprinting process does not have

adverse effects on cells survival and differentiation.

Conclusion

The GelMA-based bio-inks have exhibited great biocompatibility for cells due to the presence

of RGD peptides. However, challenges in using GelMA as bio-ink remains especially in print-

ability and poor structure integrity. In this work, we have presented a layer-by-layer UV-

assisted bioprinting strategy to fabricate complex 3D bioprinted constructs with high aspect

ratio for tissue engineering of soft tissues using the GelMA-GG bio-inks. To strike a balance

between printability and biocompatibility, minimum ideal amount of gellan gum was added to

Fig 8. C2C12 cell viability and proliferation study of cell printing on Day 1,4 and 7; scale bar is 500 μm. �—p< 0.05, ��—p< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216776.g008
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enforce the printability of the bioinks without compromising the biocompatibility. In-depth

characterization and evaluation on the different composite GelMA-GG bio-inks were per-

formed to select a suitable range of GelMA-GG bio-inks through our proposed parametric

study. The three main phases of bio-ink development involve 1) bio-ink preparation phase, 2)

printing phase and 3) post-printing phase. From our work, a suitable range of bio-ink viscosity

lower than 0.124 Pa�s at 37˚C was found to be suitable for cell encapsulation and to achieve a

homogeneous cell-laden bio-inks. Material viscosity of 0.2-1.0 Pa�s at a printing temperature

of 25˚C is recommended for printing of complex 3D cell-laden constructs with high aspect

ratio using our layer-by-layer UV-assisted bioprinting strategy. The critical role of UV source

in printing process has been investigated, specifically, the UV influence on printing resolution

and cell survival rate. In addition, a strong correlation between material microstructure and

stiffness has been shown in our study and their synergistic influence on cell behavior has been

investigated. In conclusion, this work has presented an effective approach to fabricate complex

3D structures with great structure integrity, high aspect ratio, good shape fidelity and mechani-

cal stability of soft materials and in this case GelMA-GG composite bio-ink. This method

could be easily adapted for all light curable materials and would find great potential in scaf-

fold/bioprinting for tissue engineering of soft tissues.
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